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In this chapter we consider (in the form of the equations in the chapter 
title) a representative one-dimensional application of the theory as de-
veloped in the preceding pages. The example is worked out in detail and 
affords recourse to essentially all the theorems. The theorems, however, 
are quite general and many other applications are possible: some of 
which are in preparation for subsequent writings. 
Here consider first the equations corresponding to the plus sign, namely 
(6.1.1) 
where !?'f'O, a>O, u#O, v and w denote real parameters. 
The principal result is stated as follows. 
Theorem: Each solution y of the differential equation (1) can be 
written, providing a ¢ {1/4, 1/8, 1/12, ... }, in the form 
(6.1.2) 
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where l: extends over the integers h satisfying 1;:;;;h< 1J4u+ 1/2 and, 
providing u E {1/4, 1/8, 1/12, ... }, in the form 
y(x)= ~ Bhxl-4h<1+Blogx+D+Ox-2a 
where l: extends over the integers h satisfying 
h 1 1 "hh 1 1 :::;;: < - + -Wit ..J. -
- 4u 2 -r- 4u · 
Here the coefficients Bn and B are real and independent of the choice 
of the solution y, whereas D denotes a real constant which- depends on 
that choice. 
There exists a one-one correspondence between the solutions y of ( 1) 
and the real numbers denoted by r. This correspondence is given by the 
functional relation (6.2.5) below. 
This completes the statement of the theorem. Its proof is an interesting 
application of the preceding theory. Since the theorem is multi-faceted, 
it is convenient to organize the various features of its proof into the 
following 8 sections (Sections 6.2 through 6.9). 
6.2 A functional relation for the real solutions 
'According to (10), (ll), (12) and (13) of Section 2.9 applied with 
g(x, y)=e(x2+y2)-a 
the differential equation ( 6.1.1) possesses a tangent field decomposition 
which, for each solution y, has the form 
A(x, y)=P'(x, y)+Q'(x, y)+R'(x, y) 
where 
M 
(6.2.1) P'(x, y) = ~ Ah(x2+y2)-2ha, 
h=l 
(6.2.2) 
and R'(x, y) denotes a linear .combination of R'-type terms whose ga"(x, y) 
functions, aside from a constant factor, have the forms 
(6.2.3) 
Here M denotes a positive integer which may be chosen as large as 
required, and the Ah denote real coefficients which are independent of 
the choice of the solution y. 
We need two preliminary results as stated in the Assertions 1 and 2 
below. 
Assertion 1: The condition of total variation (compare Section 2.7) 
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holds with upper bound x-2<1 in [ x, oo) uniformly with respect to differ-
entiable function,s y satisfying 
(6.2.4) -y(t)y'(t)<t in [x, oo). 
To see this suppose that y satisfies ( 4) and consider for h ~ 1 the derivative 
The expression on the right side is negative in view of (4). Consequently 
we may conclude that for h ~ 1 each function (t2 + y2) -lw is monotonically 
decreasing with t in [x, oo). The total variation in [x, oo) of each such 
function is therefore ~ (x2 + y2)-ho' ~ x-2h<t ~ x- 2<1. The total variation is 
thus ~x-2a, independent of the choice of the function y satisfying (4). 
We have thus proved Assertion l. 
Assertion 2: The condition of absolute integrability (compare Sec-
tion 2.8) holds for suitably chosen M with upper bound x-2(1 uniformly 
with respect to real continuous functions y. 
This assertion is an immediate consequence of the freedom to choose 
the positive integer M. Let M denote the smallest integer ~ 1/4a+ 1/2. 
Because observe, compare (2), that for this choice 
00 J 1 Q' (t, y(t)) I dt = ox-2<1 
a: 
holds uniformly in real continuous functions y. 
This establishes Assertion 2. 
Since each solution y of (6.1.1) certainly satisfies 
{Ox1 - 2<1 + 0(1) for a =1= !} , Y - · y -ox-2<1 
- 0 log x for a = ! ' -
and hence also (4), for sufficiently large positive x, it follows that As-
sertion 1 holds with respect to these solutions y. Clearly then both the 
two conditions, formulated in Assertions 1 and 2 respectively, hold with 
upper bound x-2<1 uniformly with respect to the real solutions y of (6.1.1). 
Therefore (we do not need the uniformity at this point) the functional 
relation (2.9.14) holds with respect to (6.1.1) [identify g(x, y) and (x2 +y2)-<t] 
with z(x)=x-2<1. 
Consequently we conclude that each solution y of the differential 
equation ( 6.1.1) satisfies the functional relation with error term 
' "' ' (6.2.5) y(x) ==;o f P' (t, y(t)) dt + r + Ox-2<t, 
"'• 
where r denotes a suitably chosen real constant depending on xo and 
the choice of y. 
38 Series A 
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6.3 Consideration of the case a~ 1/4. 
Using (6.2.1) the relation (6.2.5) can be written in the form 
"' (6.3.1) y(x)=,!Ah J (t2 +y2(t))- 2hadt+F+Ox- 2a, 
"'• 
where E extends over integers h satisfying 1-:;;,h< 1j4a+ 1/2, since the 
other terms with larger values of h can be incorporated in the error term. 
In the event that a~ 1/2 the sum in (1) is empty and hence 
y(x) = F+Ox- 2a 
which has the form (6.1.2). 
In the event that 1/4-:;;,a< 1/2 the sum in (1) has but one term and 
(1) becomes 
"' y(x) = A1 J (t2 + y2(t)) - 2a dt + r + Ox- 2a. 
"'• 
For these values of a we have that 
y=0(1) if a> 1/4 and 0 log x if a= 1/4. 
We may therefore conclude for 1/4<a< 1/2 that 
"' y= (1-4a)- 1 A1(x1 - 4a-x~- 4a)+0 J t- 4a- 2 dt+F+Ox- 2a. 
"'• 
Hence 
where Ea denotes the constant term. The solution y thus has the form 
(6.1.2). 
Finally, for a= 1/4, we oBtain by the same reasoning that 
y=A1 1og x+E114 +Ox-2a, 
where E 114 denotes the constant term. In this instance y has the form 
(6.1.3). 
That the coefficients are real follows from the fact that the coefficients 
Ah, h= 1, 2, ... , M, and rare real. Finally we observe that A1 (as are 
all of the coefficients in (6.2.1)), is independent of y. 
6.4 Application of theorem 1 chapter 5 in case O<a< 1/4 
We first show that the function P'(x, y), defined in (6.2.1), is a function 
of the type F(x, y) characterized by (5.1.1). More specifically, we establish 
that P'(x, y) can be expanded in the form given on the right side of (5.1.1). 
As a preliminary step we note that P'(x, y) can be expanded in the form 
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where E extends over integers k and p satisfying k~ 1, p~ 0, (k, p)#o(1, 0) 
and 2k+4p-1 < 1f2a. 
Let vii denote the smallest semi-group containing 0, 4a and rx = 1- 4a. 
Let q denote the smallest element of vii greater than 1- 2a. 
It follows from (1) that P'(x, y) can be expanded in the form given in 
(5.1.1), namely 
(6.4.2) P'(x, y) =Orxx"'-1 + z x-m-(n-1)"'- 1 U ,.,,.(x) y"+ Ox"'-«+•-1, 
1 
where Orx = A1 and E1 extends over the elements m #o 0 of vii with m < q 
and satisfying m= 4(k+n-1)a with integers k and n obeying k~ 1, 
n=2p with p=O, 1, 2, ... and k+n~2. For each m occrring in E1 the 
finite set N m is the set formed by the even integers ~ 0 for which it is 
possible to find a positive integer k with k+n~2 andm=4(k+m-l)a. 
( -2ka) The Um,n (x)=An p and hence denote real constants. 
We prepare to apply Theorem l of Chapter 5 with respect to the real 
solutions y of (6.1.1) in the case with F(x, y) replaced by P'(x, y). 
First note that according to (2) the condition (5.1.1) is satisfied. More-
over, in view of the relation (5.2.5) the condition (5.1.2) is also satisfied. 
We need only to verify that condition (5.1.3) holds for each such 
solutiony. To see this observe that it follows from (6.2.5) and O<a< 1/4that 
each solution y of the given differential equation is Ox1 - 4a. Consequently 
Thus, using (6.2.5) again, we have 
y(x) =A1 (1 +o(1)) (1- 4a)- 1 x1 - 4a = (1 +o(1)) Ox"'. 
Hence the condition (5.1.3) is also satisfied by each such solution y. 
We may therefore conclude with Theorem 1 of Chapter 5 that each 
solution y of (6.1.1) satisfies an order relation of the form 
(6.4.3) 
where E extends over m = rx and over the other elements m < q belonging 
to vii. 
Note that x"'-q+•=Ox- 2a in virtue of rx-q<rx-(1-2a)= -2<1. 
Moreover the elements m #o rx with m < q and Um(x) #o 0 over which E 
extends are positive multipliers of 4a. 
To see this first observe (compare the Remark at end of Section 5.3) 
that such an element m can be written as a sum m = l + m' of two elements 
of vii where l occurs in E1 of (2). However each such element lis a positive 
multiple of 4a so that l ~ 4a. Moreover each element m < q is ~ 1- 2a, 
so that m'=m-l~1-2a-4a<1-4a. But this implies that m' is also 
a multiple of 4a, since each # E vii with # < rx = 1-4a is a multiple of 4a. 
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Consequently we may conclude as stated that m=l+m' is a positive 
multiple of 4a. 
6.5 On the solution independence of Um(x). 
We use the following preliminary result. 
Assertion: Assume O<a<l/4 and ~X=l-4a. There does not exist 
a number m < 1 such that both m-IX and m- 4a denote elements =1= 0 of vii. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume a~ l/8, for other-
wise it is sufficient to interchange 4a and IX. 
Assume that there exists a number m < l such that both m-IX and 
m- 4a are elements =1= 0 of vii. 
Then m-~X=h(l-4a)+4ka with integral coefficients h-;;;;.0 and k-;;;;.0, 
not both equal to zero. Then m = (h + 1 )~X+ 4ka < 1 which implies that k = 0 
(for otherwise m;;;;.~X+4a=l). Hence h-;;;;.1. This would lead, in virtue of 
a~l/8, to m-;;;;.2~X=2(1-4a);;;;.l, contrary to hypothesis. This establishes 
the assertion. 
Remark 1: Note that without the hypothesis m-4a=!=O the assertion 
is not correct in the case a=p/4(1 +p) where p denotes a positive even 
integer. Indeed in this case m=4a possesses the property that m-40'=0 
whereas m-~X=4a-(l-4a)=8a-l=(p-l) (l-4a) denotes an element 
=1= 0 of vii. 
The following observation is used in the proof of Assertion 2. 
The semi-group vii contains IX= 1- 4a and 4a and therefore their sum. 
Consequently 1 is an element > 1- 2a of vii. Since q is, by definition, the 
least element > 1-2a of vii we have therefore that q ~ 1. 
Assertion 2: For each element f.t=/=IX of vii with f.t<q the coefficient 
u"'(x) occurring in (6.4.3) is uniquely defined in terms of 0, IX and the 
coefficients U pn(x) with p E vii, !-'-p E vii, n E N p providing the case 
a= 1/6, !-' = 2/3 is left out of consideration. 
Proof: We may assume that f.t=l+m' where m' is an element of 
vii and lis a positive multiple of 4a since otherwise u"'(x) = 0. Consequently 
f.t-4CT Evil. 
If !-'-IX ¢:. vii then the assertion follows from Theorem 3 of Chapter 5. 
We may therefore assume that !-'- 4a E vii and !-'-IX E vii. 
In the case !-'- 4a =1= 0 we would find a number !-' < q ~ l such that !-'-IX 
and!-'- 4a denote elements =1= 0 of vii, contrary to Assertion 1. Consequently 
!-' = 40'. 
In that case 
!-'-IX= 4a- (1- 4a) =Sa-l 
is an element of vii and can therefore be written in the form 4ha + k( 1 - 4a) 
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where h and k denote integers ~ 0. From 
8a-1 = 4ha+ k(1- 4a) 
it follows that h = 0. Since in the case h = 1 we would have 0 > 4a- 1 
= k( 1 - 4a) > 0 and in the case h ~ 2 we would have 8a- 1 ~ 8a. Conse-
quently h= 0, hence 8a-1 = k(1- 4a), therefore 4a= (k+ 1)/(k + 2), so that 
f1,-ex=80'-1 =k(1-40'). 
From t-t=l=ex it follows that k=i=O, so that k denotes a positive integer. 
Therefore 
(6.5.1) t 40'= --
t+1' 
where t is an integer ~ 2. 
It follows from ( 1) that ..It is formed by the integral multiples ~ 0 of 
1J(t+ 1). We have 
1-20' = !t+1 
t+1. 
If t is even, then 1- 2a belongs to ..It, so that the smallest element 
q>1-2a of ..It is equal to (1J2t+2)/(t+1). Hence 
t !t+2 
t+ 1 =t-t<q= t+ 1 , so that t=2. 
If tis odd, then ((1/2)t+3/2)/(t+1) is the smallest element q>1-2a 
of ..II. Hence 
which is impossible since t ~ 3. 
Therefore the only value of ft for which the general assertion does not 
hold is found in the case 
t 1 . t 2 
t=2, 0'= 4(t+1) = 6 With ft = t+1 = 3' 
This completes the proof of Assertion 2. 
6.6 On the degree of the polynomials um(x) 
Assertion 3: If ex= 1-4a is exceptional then a= 1J4h, where his an 
integer ~2. Conversely if v=/=0 and a= 1f4h where h is an integer ~2 
then ex is exceptional. (For definition of when ex is exceptional see Remark 
at end of Section 5.6.) 
Proof: We first observe that if ex is exceptional then .1:'1 in (6.4.2) 
extends over at least one element m with ex-m=m' E ..II. This element 
m is =I= 0 since it occurs in I'1. If m =ex then ex occurs in .1:'1 and is therefore 
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a positive multiple of 4a according to (6.4.2). If m # ,x then m and m' 
are both less than ,x = 1- 4a and consequently are both multiples of 4a. 
It follows that ,x = m + m' is a positive multiple of 4a. 
In both cases we find that ,x = I - 4a = 4ha with h ~ I. Hence I = 4( h + I )a 
and a= If4k where k is an integer ~2 as asserted. 
Conversely suppose that v# 0 and a= I/4h where h denotes an integer 
~ 2. The sum E1 corresponding to P'(x, y) as found in (6.4.2) contains 
the term 
We show below that 
and is therefore # 0 when v # 0. Consequently the sum E1 contains the 
term for which m=4a. Now if a= If4h with h~2 we have 
,x-m= I- 8a=4ha- 8a=4(h-2)a 
which belongs to vii so that ,x is exceptional. 
There remains only to give the computation of A 2• We are considering 
equation (6.l.I) and need to compute P'(x, y) as given in (6.2.I) up to 
h=2. 
We use the appropriate special instance of the recurrence relation 
(2.4.I), namely 
(6.6.I) eiPf = _ c ~ gei(p+l)f _ c ~ gei(p-l)f + __i_ .!!_ eiPf, 
u u pudx 
where p denotes a real number #0; C=(!/2; g=g(x, y)=(x2 +yz)-" and 
f= f(x, y) =ux+vy+w. 
The equation (6.l.I) may be written in the form 
(6.6.2) y' = cgeif + cge-if. 
A first application of the recurrence relation (I), employing values 
p= I and -I, to the equation (2) yields 
y' = _ 2c2g2 ~ -c2g2 ~ ei2f _ czgz ~ e-izt + R' 
u u u 
where R' denotes a sum of R'-type terms. 
Further application of (2) yields in turn 
y' = _ 2c2gz ~ +c4g4 (~) 3 { -ei4! -2ei2f -2 -2e-i2/ -e-i4f}+R' 
where again R' denotes a sum of R' -type terms. 
We now have as a partial decomposition of the tangent field 
y' = - 2c2 gz ~ - 2c4 g4 ( ~ Y + Q' + R' 
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where Q' denotes a sum of Q' -type terms. Thus the first two terms of 
P'(x, y) are 
where 
and 
Assertion 4: If IX is not exceptional then each coefficient Um(x) 
occurring in (6.4.3) with m<q is a constant; if IX is exceptional then each 
coefficient um(x) with m i= IX, m < q is a constant and u,.(x) is a linear 
function in log x. 
Proof: Observe that each coefficient U m,n (x) occurring in 1:'1 in 
formula (6.4.2) is a constant so that we can apply Theorem 6 of Chapter 
5 with x 0. 
If IX is not exceptional then (5.6.1) is the only condition imposed on 
the function 1f· Hence we can take 1p(m) = 0 for each mE dt. According 
to Theorem 6 each coefficient um(x) occurring in (6.4.3) is a polynomial 
in log x of degree ;i;,1p(m). Hence in this case each um(x) is a constant as 
asserted. 
Finally consider the case that IX is exceptional. Here then a= If4h with 
h ~ 2 according to Assertion 3. It is sufficient to show in this case that 
we can choose 1f(1X)= 1 and 1p(m)=O for mi=IX with m<q. 
Thus we must establish for this choice of 1p that 
(6.6.3) 1jJ(m) + 'lfJ(ft);;;;, 'lfJ(m + {t); 'lfJ(m) + X(ft);;;;, 'lfJ(m + ft) 
for any two elements m and ft belonging to dt with m + ft < q and 
(6.6.4) 1fJ(1X- m) + x(m) + 1;;;;, 1jJ(1X) 
for each element m occurring in 1:'1 with IX- m Edt. 
In the proof of (3) we distinguish two cases. 
Case I: Assume m+[ti=IX. Then mo/=IX. Indeed if m=IX then wF-0 
and therefore ft ~ 4a or ft ~IX= I- 4a. In case ft ~ 4a we would have 
m+ ft~IX + 4a= 1 contrary tom+ [t<q;i;, I. In case ft ~IX= I- 4a we would 
have 21X = 2(I- 4a);;;;, m + ft;;;;, I- 2a, hence a~ I/6 > I/8 contrary to the 
hypothesis that a=1/4h with h~2. 
In this way we see that m i= IX and therefore also ft i= IX hence 
so that (3) holds. 
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Case 2: Assume m+fl=IX. Then at most one of the two summands 
is equal to IX. Hence 
Consequently (3) is satisfied. 
The proof of (4) runs as follows. 
Since m has to occur in E1 we have that m#O. Thus IX-m#IX hence 
tp(1X-m)=0. Moreover x-0 by definition and tp{1X)= 1 Consequently (4) 
holds. 
We thus see in the case IX is exceptional that we may choose tp{m)=O 
for IX-m E Jt, m#IX and m<q. Theorem 6 of Section 5.6 yields for such 
elements m that um(x) is a constant. In the event m =IX, since we may 
take tp{1X)= 1, it follows that u"'(x) is a linear polynomial in log x. Finally 
observe that if IX is exceptional then (according to Assertion 3) a# 1/6 
hence there does not (according to Assertion 2) exist an element mE Jt, 
m#IX, m-IX E Jt, m<q and Um(x) # 0. 
This completes the proof of Assertion 4. 
Remark: According to Theorem 4 of Chapter 5 the coefficient u"'(x) 
has the property that u"{1) depend on the choice of the solution y while 
u"'(x) -u"'{1) is independent of y. 
6. 7 Recapitulation and comments 
That the coefficients um(x) in (6.4.3) are real follows from the fact 
that the coefficients An, h= 1, 2, ... , M, in (6.2.1) and Fin (6.2.5) are real. 
Consequently we have thus far established that each real solution y of 
{6.1.1) can be written in the form (6.1.2) or (6.1.3) as asserted in the theorem 
being proved. 
There remains only the proof that there exists a one-one correspondence 
between the real solutions y of (6.1.1) and the real numbers denoted by 
r, where the correspondence is given by the functional relation (6.2.5). 
It follows from {6.2.5) that to each real solution y of (6.1.1) there 
corresponds a unique real number r. 
We prove in the next two sections respectively that to each r there 
exists a real solution y of (6.1.1) and that there exists only one such 
solution. 
Accordingly, Sections 6.8 and 6.9 complete the proof of the theorem 
of Section 6.1. 
6.8 The question of existence of solutions 
We prove here that corresponding to each real constant r there exists 
a real solution y of (6.1.1). 
The existence follows as an application of the Existence Theorem of 
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Chapter 4. Accordingly we verify that the differential equation satisfies 
the hypothesis of that theorem. 
TothatendletZ(x)=x-2a and the point set .Q.denote a right half plane 
X~Xo>O. 
We established in Section 6.2 that each real solution y of (6.1.I) satisfied 
the functional relation (6.2.5). In Section 6. 7 we observed that for each 
real constant r we found a corresponding solution y of (6.2.5) of the 
form (6.1.2) or (6.1.3). 
Given a value of r it follows that (4.1.5) is satisfied if we choose the 
corresponding solution of (6.2.5) as 'l]o(x). Therefore we let 
'l]o(x) = 
The constant terms r, Ea, E114 and U,.(I) each depend on r, and E 
extends over m=ot and the other elements mE .A for which m<q. 
This function 'l]o(x), a solution of (6.2.5) as stated and here used as an 
approximate solution of (6.l.I}, has the property that the function '1]1(x) 
of (4.1.6) exists. Clearly (4.1.7) is also fulillled. 
· Nextconsider the' Lipschitz Condition (4.1.8). To establish for any two 
points (x;y) and (x, y*) in .Q that the condition (4.1.9) holds uniformly in 
y and y* with K(x) ==x- 2a-l it is sufficient to show that 
uniformly in y and y*. However this follows immediately from 
{ 2ax-2a-1 ~ 2ay-2a-1 ~ 2ax-2a-1 
for !xi ~ IYI, 
for IYI ~ jxj. 
Let Z(x) denote an arbitrary positive function which tends to oo as 
x "'"-+ oo. Let OJ/~ denote the class of real continuously differentiable functions 
y defined on x ~ Xo for which 
(6.8.I) 
Observe that it is not necessary for the two order relations in (I) to 
hold uniformly in .the choice of the function y E OJ/~. The second order 
relation therefore does not imply that there exists a function Z(x) inde-
pendent of the choice of the function y such· that the inequality in (I) 
holds for each function in OJ/~· 
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We established in Section 6.2 that both the condition of total variation 
and of absolute integrability hold with upper bound x-2a uniformly with 
respect to the class formed by the real functions y defined on x ~ xo with 
property (6.2.4). This class contains the class CWt; for each sufficiently 
large value of ~ since then y E CW; implies y(x) y'(x) =Ox. Therefore Con-
ditions 4.1.14 and 4.1.16 both hold as required. 
These above considerations verify that the hypothesis of the Existence 
Theorem is satisfied by the differential equation (6.1.1). 
We may therefore conclude with the theorem that there exists for 
x~xo>O a real function y which is a solution of (6.1.1) and possesses the 
properties 
(6.8.2) 
More specifically corresponding to each real number r as found m 
(6.2.5) there exists a real solution y of (6.1.1) satisfying (2). 
This completes the proof of the solution existence. 
6.9 The question of uniqueness of solutions 
We prove here that corresponding to each such r there exists at most 
one solution y of (6.1.1). 
This solution uniqueness is a consequence of the Uniqueness Theorem 
Chapter 3. That theorem is clearly applicable to the equation in question 
since the conditions of its hypothesis are found also in the hypothesis of 
the Existence Theorem. 
We may therefore conclude that two solutions of (6.1.1) whose differ-
ence tends to zero as x tends to infinity are identical functions. 
This completes the proof of the uniqueness assertion, and hence as 
observed in Section 6. 7 we have established the theorem under consider-
ation. 
6.10 The corresponding equations with the minus sign 
Finally consider the equation 
(6.10.1) 
corresponding to (6.1.1) with the exception that the expression (x2+y2) 
is replaced by (x2-y2). 
In this variation of (6.1.1) [as in general if there exist points (x, y), 
x ~ xo, for which any of the factor functions are undefined] the choice of 
the point set D, in an application of the existence theorem, must be made 
with care. 
Each integral curve y(x) of the differential equation (1) under consider-
ation defined for x ~ Xo lies, for sufficiently large x, inside the sector 
IYI<x. Indeed ly'(x)l<1 for sufficiently large x hence ly(x)l<x for suf-
ficiently large x. 
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To avoid the difficulties occurring in the neighborhood of the lines 
y= ±x we take 
D= {(x, y)Jx~xo; IYI ;;:;;(1-e)x}, 
where e denotes given positive number < 1. 
Except for this caution in choosing .Q the treatment of this equation 
involving (x2-y2) is exactly the same as for equation (6.1.1) since all 
corresponding functions have the same orders of magnitude. 
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